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1: CSS: The Missing Manual, 4th Edition - O'Reilly Media
With CSS: The Missing Manual, Second Edition, you'll find all-new online tutorial pages, expanded CSS 3 coverage, and
broad support for Firebox, Safari, and other major web browsers, including Internet Explorer 8. Learn how to use CSS
effectively to build new websites, or refurbish old sites that are due for an upgrade.

In addition to building websites, David is also a writer, trainer, and instructor. David is also the author of
Dreamweaver: The Missing Manual, and JavaScript: He welcomes feedback about this book by email: She
lives in Massachusetts with her husband and G4 Macintosh. Nellie McKesson production editor lives in
Brighton, Mass. Van der Trampp http: In addition to covering technology and cocktail culture, she has a
personal blog at www. Angela Howard indexer has been indexing for over 10 years, mostly for computer
books, but occasionally for books on other topics such as travel, alternative medicine, and leopard geckos. She
lives in California with her husband, daughter, and two cats. Tony Ruscoe technical reviewer is a web
developer living in Sheffield, England. He currently maintains his personal website http: Christopher is the
founder of Heat Vision, a small new media publishing and design firm and an award-winning web designer.
Thanks to my technical editors, Christopher Schmitt and Tony Ruscoe, who saved me from any embarrassing
mistakes, and Zoe Gillenwater whose valuable advice for the first edition of this book lives on. Also, we all
owe a big debt of gratitude to the many web designers who have broken new ground by using CSS in creative
ways, and shared their discoveries with the web design community. Each book features a handcrafted index;
cross-references to specific pages not just chapters ; and RepKover, a detached-spine binding that lets the book
lie perfectly flat without the assistance of weights or cinder blocks. Recent and upcoming titles include: The
Missing Manual by E. Vander Veer Google SketchUp: Vander Veer Flash CS3: Vander Veer FrontPage
Biersdorfer and David Pogue JavaScript: The Missing Manual by J. Biersdorfer Office for Macintosh: The
Missing Manual by Mark H. Walker and Franklin Tessler Office Vander Veer Office for Macintosh: Get
unlimited access to videos, live online training, learning paths, books, interactive tutorials, and more.
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With CSS: The Missing Manual, 2nd Edition, you'll find all-new online tutorial pages, expanded CSS 3 coverage, and
broad support for Firebox, Safari, and other major web browsers, including Internet Explorer 8. Learn how to use CSS
effectively to build new websites, or refurbish old sites that are due for an upgrade.

With Safari, you learn the way you learn best. Get unlimited access to videos, live online training, learning
paths, books, tutorials, and more. That job is for CSS. Whatever Looked Good When a bunch of scientists
created the Web to share technical documentation, nobody called in the graphic designers. All the scientists
needed HTML to do was structure information for easy comprehension. The HTML-only approach requires a
lot more code to achieve nearly the same visual effects: But as soon as people other than scientists started
using HTML, they wanted their web pages to look good. So web designers started to use tags to control
appearance rather than structure information. You can use heading tags to make any text bigger and
bolderâ€”regardless of whether it functions as a heading. Meanwhile, browser makers introduced new tags and
attributes for the specific purpose of making a page look better. While all of the preceding techniquesâ€”using
tags in creative ways, taking advantage of design-specific tag attributes, and making extensive use of
graphicsâ€”provide design control over your pages, they also add a lot of additional HTML code. More code
makes your site more difficult to build and much slower for your visitors to download. Using HTML to
control the look of text and other web page elements is obsolete. You can take care of that later using CSS.
The rest of this chapter introduces you to some HTML-writing habits that will make your mom proudâ€”and
help you get the most out of CSS. Think Structure HTML adds meaning to text by logically dividing it and
identifying the role it plays on the page: Other headers let you divide the content into less important, but
related sections. Just like this book, a web page needs a logical structure. Imagine how much harder it would
be to read these pages if the words just ran together as one long paragraph. For a quick list of all available
HTML tags, visit the detailed but a bit technical reference at the Mozilla Developer network: HTML provides
many other tags besides headers for marking up content to identify its role. Old school, new school. You can
achieve the same look and often a better one with a lot less HTML code bottom. Think of them as like empty
vessels that you fill with content. A div is a block, meaning it has a line break before it and after it, while a
span appears inline, as part of a paragraph. Otherwise, divs and spans have no inherent visual properties, so
you can use CSS to make them look any way you want. For one thing, you may boost your search-engine
ranking as determined by sites like Google, Yahoo, and Bing. When you use HTML just for design, the search
engine may miss important content on the page or even fail to rank it at all. By contrast, simple, structured
HTML is easy for a search engine to read and index. Search engines give greater weight to the contents inside
that tag when they index the page. One of the goals of HTML5 is to provide other, more semantic tags for web
designers to choose from. Making your HTML more semantic simply means using tags that accurately
describe the content they contain. Here are a few other HTML5 tags frequently used to structure the content on
a page: For example, you could divide the content of a home page into three sections: After all, a two-column
design consisting of two vertical columns of text is really just two rectangular boxes sitting side by side. A
header consisting of a logo, tagline, search box, and site navigation is really just a wide rectangular box sitting
across the top of the browser window. This basic two-column layout includes a banner top , a column of main
content middle, left , a sidebar middle, right , and a footer bottom. In other words, only IE6, 7, and 8 respond
to this code, and all other browsers including newer versions of IE simply ignore it. I know Internet Explorer 6
used to be a big headache for web designers. What versions of Internet Explorer should I be designing for
now? Fortunately, Internet Explorer 6 and 7 are pretty much gone from the planet, although they still exist and
are used in pockets of China, India, and Venezuela see www. However, as of this writing, Internet Explorer 8
is still used throughout the world. Two sites you can use to find browser usage are NetMarketShare www.
Microsoft says it will discontinue support for Internet Explorer 8 by January At that point, Windows fans will
have more incentive to upgrade IE or switch to another browser, like Chrome or Firefox. Its sole purpose is to
add a color, size and font to text. CSS does a much better job with text. You can use CSS to make any text on
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a page italicized, bolded, or both. Use tables only to display information like spreadsheets, schedules, and
charts. So is using alignment properties to position images and center text in paragraphs and table cells.
Incorrect or invalid, as the pros would say HTML causes problems like making your page look different in
different web browsers. Fortunately, there are tools for checking whether the HTML in your web pages is
correctly written. If the W3C validator finds any errors in your page, it tells you what they are. You can point
the validator to an already existing page on the Web, upload an HTML file from your computer, or just paste
the HTML of a web page into a form box and then click the Check button. Use headings to indicate the
relative importance of text. When two headings have equal importance in the topic of your page, use the same
level header on both. If one is less important or a subtopic of the other, then use the next-level header. This is
what this whole page is about. For an example of how to use this combo, visit http: Unfortunately, he never
actually wrote that famous quote. As explained in full on HTML: Past and Present , steer clear of any tag or
attribute aimed solely at changing the appearance of a text or image. Remember to close tags. Poorly written
or typo-ridden HTML causes many weird browser errors. If you mistype the doctype declaration or leave it
out, you can throw most browsers into an altered state called quirks mode. If you unwittingly view your web
page in quirks mode when checking it in a browser, you may end up trying to fix display problems that are
related to an incorrect doctype and not the incorrect use of HTML or CSS. Note For more read: Almost
everyone is using HTML5 now, and the doctype is simply: Note Most visual web page tools like
Dreamweaver add a doctype declaration whenever you create a new web page, and many HTML-savvy text
editors have shortcuts for adding doctypes. For example, you might use HTML to turn a phrase into a
top-level heading, indicating that it introduces the content on the rest of the page. In CSS, that text formatting
is a styleâ€”a rule describing the appearance of a particular portion of a web page. A style sheet is a set of
these styles. You can create styles to work with any HTML tag. For example, you can create styles specifically
to format the images on a page. The web browser applies the styles you create to text, images, headings, and
other page elements. Creating styles is all about determining what you want to style a single image, every
image, every other item in a list, and so on and how you want that selected element or elements to look. CSS2
added new features, including the ability to target your CSS to different printers, monitors, and other devices.
CSS2 also added new selectors and the ability to precisely position elements on a web page. However, CSS3
has been around and parts of it implemented in most browsers for several years now. For these reasons, this
book covers the core CSS2. Get unlimited access to videos, live online training, learning paths, books,
interactive tutorials, and more.
3: The Missing Credits - CSS: The Missing Manual, 2nd Edition [Book]
CSS: The Missing Manual Book Description: CSS lets you create professional-looking websites, but learning its finer
points can be trickyâ€”even for seasoned web developers. This fully updated edition provides the most modern and
effective tips, tricks, and tutorial-based instruction on CSS available today.

4: Missing Manuals
Dreamweaver CC is a powerful tool for designing all kinds of websites, from those with simple, static pages to
interactive, media-driven sites for desktop, laptop, and mobile devices.

5: CSS: The Missing Manual, Second Edition - eBookee
CSS lets you create professional-looking websites, but learning its finer points can be trickyâ€”even for seasoned web
developers. This fully updated edition provides the most modern and effective tips, tricks, and tutorial-based instruction
on CSS available today. Learn how to use new tools such as.
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CSS: The Missing Manual, 4th Edition by David Sawyer McFarland Stay ahead with the world's most comprehensive
technology and business learning platform. With Safari, you learn the way you learn best.

7: CSS: The Missing Manual, Second Edition
Stay ahead with the world's most comprehensive technology and business learning platform. With Safari, you learn the
way you learn best. Get unlimited access to videos, live online training, learning paths, books, tutorials, and more.

8: CSS: The Missing Manual, 4th Edition : Books
CSS lets you create professional-looking websites, but learning its finer points can be tricky - even for seasoned web
developers. This fully updated edition provides the most modern and effective tips, tricks, and tutorial-based instruction
on CSS available today.

9: CSS: The Missing Manual, 4th Edition â€“ ScanLibs
CSS: The Missing Manual, Second Edition Cascading Style Sheets can turn humdrum websites into highly-functional,
professional-looking destinations, but many designers merely treat CSS as window-dressing to spruce up their site's
appearance.
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